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Figure 2. Fit to the 2PCF of z̄ = 1.4 quasars and the quasar HOD. (a) Our estimate of the full projected 2PCF of SDSS quasars (data points and error bars) against
the prediction of our best-fit HOD model (dotted line). (b) The mean occupation function of SDSS quasars, decomposed into its central (dashed line) and satellite
(dot-dashed line) components. In both panels (a) and (b), the shaded envelopes indicate the 68% confidence intervals (see the text). (c) The probability distribution of
host halo masses, shown for both central (dashed line) and satellite (dot-dashed line) quasars. These distributions are obtained by multiplying the mean occupation
functions with the differential halo mass function, averaged over all the models in the MCMC chain (see Section 5.1 for the discussion). (d) The probability density
function of the satellite fraction as given by all our HOD models. In panels (c) and (d), the vertical dashed lines indicate the central 68% for each distribution.

(or satellite) quasar, the curve gives the probability distribution
of its host halo mass. The curves are roughly log-normal for
both central and satellite quasars. Finally, panel (d) shows the
probability density function for the satellite fraction fsat from all
models in the MCMC chain. The satellite fraction is defined as
the ratio of the number density of satellites (integrated over all
halo masses) to the total number density of quasars (including
both central and satellite quasars). At the 68% confidence level,
we find the satellite fraction of z ∼ 1.4 SDSS quasars to be
fsat = (7.4 ± 1.3) × 10−4.

5.2. Redshift Evolution

By performing HOD modeling of the 2PCFs for both the
z̄ = 1.4 and z̄ = 3.2 quasar samples, we are able to study the
evolution of the quasar–halo relation.

Figure 3 shows the redshift evolution of the SDSS central
quasar population. In panel (a), triangles represent the projected
2PCF measurements of SH07 at high redshift and circles
indicate our measurements from DR7 at low redshift. The best-
fit theoretical predictions are represented by the dotted (z̄ = 1.4)
and dashed (z̄ = 3.2) lines. As before, the shaded regions are
the envelopes from predictions of the 68% of models with
the smallest values of χ2. Our best-fit model reproduces the
high-redshift clustering with a reduced χ2 of 1.19. Panel (b)
shows the best-fit mean occupation function of central quasars
at z̄ = 1.4 (dotted line) and z̄ = 3.2 (dashed line). The mean
occupation function steepens considerably with redshift over
intermediate halo mass scales (∼1013–1014 h−1 M⊙). The high-
redshift occupation number exceeds the low-redshift one by a
factor >10 above masses of ∼1013.5 h−1 M⊙. Since the cutoff

profile reflects the scatter in the relation between halo mass
and quasar luminosity, the above steepening implies that quasar
luminosity is more tightly correlated with halo mass at higher
redshift.

The mean occupation function shown in panel (b) of Figure 3
can also be interpreted as the mass-dependent duty cycle of
quasars (i.e., the fraction of halos with an active central quasar).
At each redshift, we estimate an average duty cycle fq for central
quasars around the median host halo mass by averaging the mean
central occupation number over the central 68% of the host halo
mass distribution. From all the models in the MCMC chains, we
infer that, at the 68% confidence level, fq = 7.3+0.6

−1.5 × 10−4 for
z ∼ 1.4 quasars and fq = 8.6+20.4

−7.2 × 10−2 for z ∼ 3.2 quasars.
Panel (a) of Figure 4 shows the normalized host halo mass

distributions for central quasars at z̄ = 1.4 (solid line) and
z̄ = 3.2 (dashed line). At high redshift we find both a narrowing
of the distribution and a shift to higher masses. Panel (b)
shows the probability density function for the median halo
mass at each redshift. At the 68% confidence level, denoted by
the vertical lines under each curve, we find the characteristic
host halo masses at z̄ = 1.4 and z̄ = 3.2 to be Mcen =
4.1+0.3

−0.4 × 1012 h−1 M⊙ and Mcen = 14.1+5.9
−6.9 × 1012 h−1 M⊙,

respectively. There is tentative evidence for a lower quasar
host halo mass at lower redshift, or the “downsizing” of quasar
activity, but we note that this mass evolution is only significant at
the ∼1.5σ level. For satellite quasars, the characteristic median
host halo mass at z̄ = 1.4 is Msat = 3.6+0.8

−1.0 × 1014 h−1 M⊙.
The characteristic host halo mass for z̄ = 3.2 quasars is not well
constrained. We note that a luminosity difference exists between
the high- and low-redshift samples. However, we find that the
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Clustering provides a unique way to study:

‣ How AGN populate DMHs;                                  
(Relative fraction of AGN in satellite and central halos) 

‣ Typical AGN environment; 
(Bias and DMH mass)

‣ AGN Evolutionary Models;

‣ AGN triggering mechanisms;

2- halo

1-halo



‣ Luminous quasars logLbol >46 erg/s     
reside in DMHs with typical mass of                   
~ 3 x 1012Msun/h up to z = 2-3 
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Figure 12. Evolution of the linear bias of quasars, bQ, with redshift, to z = 3.
The (black) circles, are from the SDSS DR5Q UNIFORM sample (this work);
the (red) squares, from the photometric SDSS quasar measurements (Myers
et al. 2006); the (green) squares from the 2QZ survey (Croom et al. 2005);
the (black) stars are from the 2SLAQ QSO survey (da Ângela et al. 2008); the
solid lines give dark halo masses from the models of Sheth et al. (2001) with
log h−1 M⊙ = 12.6, 12.3, and 11.7 from top to bottom. The dotted lines give
dark halo masses from the models of Jing (1998) with log h−1 M⊙ = 12.3, 12.0,
and 11.7 from top to bottom.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

s = 1–20 h−1 Mpc to compute ξ̄ρ(r, z). The cosmological
parameters used in our chosen model are Ωm(z = 0) = 0.3,
ΩΛ(z = 0) = 0.7, Γ = 0.17, and σ8 = 0.84. We find the simple
form

ξ̄ρ(r, z) = [A exp(Bz) + C]ξ̄ρ(r, z = 0), (17)

where A = 0.2041, B = −1.082, and C = 0.018 models the
evolution of ξ̄ρ(r, z) extremely well, for 1 h−1 Mpc ! s !
20 h−1 Mpc.

At the mean redshift of our survey, Ωm(z = 1.27) = 0.81,
we find bQ(z = 1.27) = 2.06 ± 0.03 from the full SDSS DR5Q
UNIFORM sample. The values for our redshift subsamples are
shown as filled circles in Figure 12 and are given in Table 3.
We estimate our errors by using the variations in ξ̄ (s) from our
21 jackknife estimates, scaled using the number of DD pairs
in each redshift slice subsample. Previous measurements from
the 2QZ Survey (filled green circles; Croom et al. 2005), the
2SLAQ QSO Survey (open black stars; da Ângela et al. 2008)
and photometrically selected SDSS quasars (filled red squares;
Myers et al. 2007a) are again in excellent agreement with our
data. We compare these bias estimates with various models in
Section 5.4.

Having measured b(z) and assuming a cosmological model,
we can infer the parameter β(z) using Equation (12). The space
density of quasars is much smaller than that of galaxies, so the
errors on the clustering measurement (e.g., ξ (rp,π )) are much
larger than for galaxy surveys (compared to Hawkins et al.
2003; Zehavi et al. 2005; Ross et al. 2007; Guzzo et al. 2008).
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.2, we have not included
the effects from the “Fingers-of-God” in the present calculation
of β(z) but the peculiar velocities at small (transverse rp)
scales will very strongly affect the measured redshift distortion
value of β (Fisher et al. 1994; da Ângela et al. 2005). With
b(z = 1.27) = 2.06 ± 0.03 and Ωm(z = 1.27) = 0.81 we
find β(z = 1.27) = 0.43, but for the reasons given above we

Table 3
Evolution of the Linear Bias for the SDSS Quasar UNIFORM Sample

⟨z⟩ ξ̄Q(s, z) ξ̄ρ (r, z) b

1.27 0.391 ± 0.011 0.069 2.06 ± 0.03
0.24 0.462 ± 0.104 0.176 1.41 ± 0.18
0.49 0.363 ± 0.028 0.138 1.38 ± 0.06
0.80 0.311 ± 0.133 0.104 1.45 ± 0.38
1.03 0.383 ± 0.118 0.085 1.83 ± 0.33
1.23 0.524 ± 0.095 0.072 2.37 ± 0.25
1.41 0.309 ± 0.134 0.062 1.92 ± 0.50
1.58 0.411 ± 0.119 0.054 2.42 ± 0.40
1.74 0.472 ± 0.141 0.049 2.79 ± 0.47
1.92 0.674 ± 0.166 0.043 3.62 ± 0.49
2.10 0.425 ± 0.442 0.039 2.99 ± 1.42

present no formal error bar. This result is consistent with the
values of β(z), measured from redshift-space distortions in the
2QZ survey, β(z = 1.4) = 0.45+0.09

−0.11 (Outram et al. 2004) and
β(z = 1.4) = 0.50+0.13

−0.15 (da Ângela et al. 2005).

5.4. Models of Bias and Dark Matter Halo Mass Estimation

We now compare our bias measurements with those of recent
models for the relationship of quasars to their host halos.

The fitting formula of Jing (1998), which is derived from
N-body simulations and assumes spherical collapse for the
formation of halos, is plotted in Figure 12 (dashed lines) with
the assumed halo masses (top to bottom) MDMH = 2.0 ×
1012 h−1 M⊙, 1.0 × 1012 h−1 M⊙ and 5.0 × 1011 h−1 M⊙,
respectively. With the Jing (1998) model, we find the halo
mass at which a “typical SDSS quasar” inhabits remains
constant (given associated errors) with redshift, at a value of
a MDMH ∼ 1 × 1012 h−1 M⊙.

By incorporating the effects of nonspherical collapse for
the formation of DMH, Sheth et al. (2001) provide fitting
functions for the halo bias, which are also shown in Figure 12
(solid lines). Here, the three assumed halo masses of (top to
bottom) MDMH = 4.0 × 1012 h−1 M⊙, 2.0 × 1012 h−1 M⊙
and 5.0 × 1011 h−1 M⊙, respectively, are plotted. Comparing
our results to the Sheth et al. (2001) models, we again find
the host DMH mass is constant with redshift, at a value of a
MDMH ∼ 2 × 1012 h−1 M⊙; this mass does not significantly
change from z ∼ 2.5 to the present day, i.e., over 80%
the assumed age of the universe. Therefore, as DMH masses
generally grow with time, the ratio of the halo mass for a typical
quasar to the mean halo mass at the same epoch drops as one
approaches redshift z = 0. Since the “nonspherical collapse”
model is likely to be more realistic, and for ease of comparison
with previous results, we quote the Sheth et al. (2001) halo mass
value from here on.

Our values of halo masses of MDMH ∼ 2 × 1012 h−1 M⊙
found for the SDSS quasars compare very well to those of
Padmanabhan et al. (2008a), who find a similar value for low
(z < 0.6) SDSS quasars. Croom et al. (2005) also find a
constant, but slightly higher value of MDMH = 3.0 ± 1.6 ×
1012 h−1 M⊙, by using the Sheth et al. (2001) prescription, over
the redshift range 0.3 < z < 2.9 for the 2QZ. da Ângela et al.
(2008) also find MDMH ∼ 3.0 × 1012 h−1 M⊙ but recall this
analysis uses data from both the 2QZ and 2SLAQ QSO surveys.
Myers et al. (2007a) provide halo masses (also using the Sheth
et al. 2001 prescription) for two cosmologies and we take their
Γ = 0.15, σ8 = 0.8 model as this is closer to our own assumed
cosmology. Again no evolution in the halo mass is found from
z ∼ 2.5, but the Myers et al. (2007a) value of MDMH =

Shen et al. 2009

Clustering of QSO

‣ Major merger models reproduce the 
observed quasar clustering and bias as a 
function of L and z; 
Hopking et al. 2007, 2008, Shen 2009, Shankar et al. 
2009, 2010, Bonoli et al. 2009 

e.g. Croom et al. 2005, 2009, Da Angela et al. 2005,  
2008, Shen et al. 2008, Ross et al. 2009
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Allevato et al. 2016

‣ Moderate luminosity AGN reside in DMHs 
with typical mass of ~ 1013 Msun/h up to 
z~2-3

This difference in halo mass is interpreted as 
evidence against cold gas accretion via 
major mergers in X-ray AGNs and/or as 
support for multiple modes of BH accretions.
Allevato et al. 2011, Fanidakis et al. 2013, Mountrichas & 
Georgakakis 2012

e.g. Hickox et al. 2009, Allevato et al. 2011,2012, 2014, 
2016, Starikova et al. 2012, Krumpe et al. 2012, Koutoulidis 
et al. 2013

Clustering of X-ray AGN
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Type 1 & 2 AGN 
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Krumpe et al. 2012,
Mendez et al. 2015
Krumpe et al. 2015

Allevato et al. 2011, 2014,
Cappelluti et al. 2010
Krumpe et al. 2018
Powell et al. 2018

Hickox et al. 2011,
Donoso et al. 2014

DiPompeo et al. 2014, 
2015, 2016



X-ray AGN/luminous QSOs

Can AGN clustering be entirely understood in terms of galaxy 
clustering and AGN selection effect?

Mendez et al. 2016

AGN Host Galaxies
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X-ray AGN/luminous QSOs

Can AGN clustering be entirely understood in terms of galaxy 
clustering and AGN selection effect?

Mendez et al. 2016

Key parameters: host galaxy stellar mass, 
Eddington Ratio, SFR

AGN Host Galaxies
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Krumpe et al. 2015

BH mass and Eddingtion Ratio

• Weak clustering dependence with MBH and L/LEDD in the locale Universe;

Powell et al. 2018

MBH

MBH

L/LEDD

z < 0.35

z < 0.1
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• CCL source catalog : 4016 sources                 
(Civano et al. 2016)

• 3886 CCL AGN with optical 
counterparts and photo-z                                             
(Marchesi et al. 2016a)

Total
(P>2x10-5)

Spec-z Photo-z

Number 4016 
(1887 in XMM)

2151
(53.6 %)

3872
(96%)

Chandra COSMOS Legacy

• CCL AGN host galaxies (2300 Type 2)                                 
      (Suh et al. 2017)

• Properties of XMM AGN host galaxies;                                
       (Bongiorno et al. 2012)

Viola Allevato Milano, 11.10.2018



CCL + XMM AGN

CCL + XMM AGN

~ 1800 AGN Type 2
z = [0.5-3]
log(Lx/erg s-1) = [42-45.5] 
log(Mstar/Msun) = [9-12.5]
BHAR = [31-34.5] 
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• We split the CCLXMM AGN sample based on: 
    - Host galaxy stellar mass
    - Specific BH Accretion rate 

BH Accretion Rate

Same Mstar 

Different BHAR Same z 
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• We split the CCLXMM AGN sample based on: 
    - Host galaxy stellar mass
    - Specific BH Accretion rate 

Galaxy stellar Mass

Same BHAR 

Different Mstar Same z 
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TABLE 1
Properties of the AGN Samples

Sample N ⌃Pdf
j

(z�2.9) hzi loghL
bol

i b logM
h

b logM
h

erg s�1 Eq. 7 h�1M� Eq. 14 h�1M�

Spec-zs + Phot-z Pdfs 457 221.6 3.36a 45.99±0.53 6.6+0.6
�0.55 12.83+0.12

�0.11 6.53+0.52
�0.55 12.82+0.11

�0.13

Spec-zs + Best-fit Phot-zs 212 212 3.34 45.93±0.17 6.48+1.27
�1.36 12.81+0.24

�0.35 6.96+0.72
�0.73 12.90+0.15

�0.15

Spec-zs only 107 107 3.35 45.92±0.34 7.5+1.6
�1.7 13.0+0.25

�0.35 7.98+1.4
�1.5 13.08+0.22

�0.25

a
Mean redshift of the sample weighted by the Pdfs.

246 sources have been taken in account in our analy-
sis, using for each of them the Pdf of each bin of red-
shift 2.9  z

i

5.5. The weighted contribution of these
sources, i.e. the sum of all weights, is equal to 36.3
AGN (

P
246

j=1

Pdf
j

(z � 2.9)=36.3). To all the 107 sources
with known spec-z we assign a Pdf

j

= 1 to the spec-z

value (
P

107

j=1

Pdf
j

=107). To summarize, the total e↵ec-
tive number of CCL AGN at 2.9z<5.5 weighted by the
Pdf and used for the clustering measurements is 78.3 +
36.3 + 107 = 221.6 objects.
Figure 2 shows the normalized redshift and 2-10 keV

rest-frame X-ray luminosity distribution for our sample
of CCL AGN at 2.9<z<5.5, when the phot-z Pdfs are
used (black dotted line, hzi=3.36). The mean bolomet-
ric luminosity of this sample derived using the bolomet-
ric correction defined in Equation (21) of Marconi et al.
(2004) is loghL

bol

i = 45.99 erg s�1. For comparison,
we also show the normalized distributions of our AGN
sample when only the best-fit phot-zs are taken into ac-
count in addition to any available spec-z (gray solid line,
hzi=3.34) and for the sample with known spec-z (red-
dashed line, hzi=3.35).

3. 2PCF USING PHOT-z PDFS

3.1. Projected 2pcf

The most commonly used quantitative measure of large
scale structure is the 2pcf, ⇠(r), which traces the ampli-
tude of AGN clustering as a function of scale. ⇠(r) is
defined as a measure of the excess probability dP , above
what is expected for an unclustered random Poisson dis-
tribution, of finding an AGN in a volume element dV at
a separation r from another AGN:

dP = n[1 + ⇠(r)]dV (1)

where n is the mean number density of the AGN sam-
ple (Peebles 1980). Measurements of ⇠(r) are generally
performed in comoving space, with r having units of h�1

Mpc.
With a redshift survey, we cannot directly measure ⇠(r)

in physical space, because peculiar motions of galaxies
distort the line-of-sight distances inferred from redshift.
To separate the e↵ects of redshift distortions, the spa-
tial correlation function is measured in two dimensions
r
p

and ⇡, where r
p

and ⇡ are the projected comoving
separations between the considered objects in the di-
rections perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the
mean line-of-sight between the two sources. Following
Davis & Peebles (1983), r

1

and r
2

are the redshift posi-
tions of a pair of objects, s is the redshift-space separa-
tion (r

1

� r
2

), and l = 1

2

(r
1

+ r
2

) is the mean distance

to the pair. The separations between the two considered
objects across r

p

and ⇡ are defined as:

⇡=
s · l
|l| (2)

r
p

=
p
(s · s� ⇡2) (3)

Redshift space distortions only a↵ect the correlation
function along the line of sight, so we estimate the so-
called projected correlation function w

p

(r
p

) (Davis &
Peebles 1983):

w
p

(r
p

) = 2

Z
⇡

max

0

⇠(r
p

,⇡)d⇡ (4)

where ⇠(r
p

,⇡) is the two-point correlation function in
terms of r

p

and ⇡, measured using the Landy & Szalay
(1993, LS) estimator:

⇠ =
1

RR0 [DD0 � 2DR0 +RR0] (5)

where DD’, DR’ and RR’ are the normalized data-data,
data-random and random-random pairs.
For a sample with accurate spectroscopic redshifts,

we increment the data-data pair count by one, i.e.,
DD(�,⇡)

k

= DD(�,⇡)
k�1

+ 1, when the k-th pair
has projected and line of sight distance separations
(�,⇡). Following the generalized clustering measurement
scheme suggested by Georgakakis et al. (2014), if we
have a probability distribution of redshift for each ob-
ject, we instead use for the k-th pair that contributes to
DD(r

p

,⇡):

DD(�,⇡)
k

= DD(�,⇡)
k�1

+
X

ij

Pdf
k1

(z
i

)Pdf
k2

(z
j

), (6)

(6)
where Pdf

k1

(z
i

) and Pdf
k2

(z
j

) are the Pdf values (per
redshift bin) of the source k1 at z = z

i

and that of the
source k2 at z = z

j

respectively, while k1 and k2 repre-
sent the two sources of the k-th pair. The sum is over
such redshift bins (i, j) so that the projected and the line
of sight distance separations of the k-th pair fall into the
(�,⇡) bin.
The measurements of the 2pcf requires the construc-

tion of a random catalog with the same selection crite-
ria and observational e↵ects as the data. To this end,
we constructed a random catalog where each simulated
source is placed at a random position in the sky, with its
flux randomly extracted from the catalog of real source
fluxes. The simulated source is kept in the random sam-
ple if its flux is above the sensitivity map value at that
position (Miyaji et al. 2007; Cappelluti et al. 2009). The

Classic LS estimator Generalised LS estimator
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of CCL AGN at 2.9<z<5.5, when the phot-z Pdfs are
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ric luminosity of this sample derived using the bolomet-
ric correction defined in Equation (21) of Marconi et al.
(2004) is loghL
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i = 45.99 erg s�1. For comparison,
we also show the normalized distributions of our AGN
sample when only the best-fit phot-zs are taken into ac-
count in addition to any available spec-z (gray solid line,
hzi=3.34) and for the sample with known spec-z (red-
dashed line, hzi=3.35).
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where n is the mean number density of the AGN sam-
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performed in comoving space, with r having units of h�1
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With a redshift survey, we cannot directly measure ⇠(r)

in physical space, because peculiar motions of galaxies
distort the line-of-sight distances inferred from redshift.
To separate the e↵ects of redshift distortions, the spa-
tial correlation function is measured in two dimensions
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(1993, LS) estimator:

⇠ =
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For a sample with accurate spectroscopic redshifts,
we increment the data-data pair count by one, i.e.,
DD(�,⇡)
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= DD(�,⇡)
k�1

+ 1, when the k-th pair
has projected and line of sight distance separations
(�,⇡). Following the generalized clustering measurement
scheme suggested by Georgakakis et al. (2014), if we
have a probability distribution of redshift for each ob-
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where Pdf

k1

(z
i

) and Pdf
k2

(z
j

) are the Pdf values (per
redshift bin) of the source k1 at z = z

i

and that of the
source k2 at z = z

j

respectively, while k1 and k2 repre-
sent the two sources of the k-th pair. The sum is over
such redshift bins (i, j) so that the projected and the line
of sight distance separations of the k-th pair fall into the
(�,⇡) bin.
The measurements of the 2pcf requires the construc-

tion of a random catalog with the same selection crite-
ria and observational e↵ects as the data. To this end,
we constructed a random catalog where each simulated
source is placed at a random position in the sky, with its
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Figure 3. Demonstration of the DD determination in the case of the gener-
alized clustering estimator using photometric redshift information. DD(σ )
is plotted as a function of scale for a randomly chosen galaxy–galaxy pair
in the AEGIS-XD field. The inset plot shows the photometric redshift PDFs
(red dotted and solid black curves) of the two galaxies. Intuitively, DD in the
generalized clustering estimator method can be thought of as the product of
the convolution of the two photometric redshift PDFs.

can be removed by integrating along the line of sight, π , to calculate
the projected cross-correlation function

wp(σ ) = 2
! πmax

0
ξ (σ,π ) dπ. (5)

The maximum scale of the integration is a trade-off between under-
estimating the clustering amplitude, if πmax is too small, and low
signal-to-noise ratio, if πmax is too large. The optimum πmax value
can be determined by either (i) measuring the projected correlation
function for different πmax and then adopting the value at which
the amplitude of the cross-correlation function appears to level off
or (ii) by inspecting how ξ (σ , π ) is distributed in σ , π space and
then determining the maximum π value that includes most of the
clustering signal.

The uncertainties of the correlation function at a given scale
are estimated using the Jackknife methodology. The survey fields
are divided into a total of NJK sections. The projected correlation
function is re-estimated NJK times by excluding in each trial one of
the sections. These measurements are then used to determine the
covariance matrix, which quantifies the level of correlation between
different bins of wp(σ ) (e.g. Krumpe, Miyaji & Coil 2010). During
this process it was found that the wp(σ ) measured from individual
Jackknife sub-samples do not follow the Normal distribution but
are skewed by outliers. This effect is stronger in the case of the
generalized clustering estimation method. We therefore choose to
represent the uncertainties of the correlation function by the 16th
and 84th percentiles of the distribution of wp(σ ) measured from the
NJK Jackknife sections.

The bias parameter for a given extragalactic population is es-
timated from the rms fluctuations of the density distribution over
a sphere with a comoving radius of 8 h−1 Mpc (σ 8) under the as-

sumption that the correlation function follows a power law (e.g.
Mountrichas et al. 2013)

σ 2
8 = J2(γ )

"
r0

8 h−1 Mpc

#γ

, (6)

where

J2(γ ) = 72
(3 − γ )(4 − γ )(6 − γ )2γ

, (7)

and γ , r0 are the slope and amplitude of the power-law form of the
correlation function. The bias is then calculated by the relation

b = σ8

σ8(z)
, (8)

where σ 8(z) is the rms fluctuations of the dark matter density field
within an 8 h−1 Mpc sphere at redshift z. We account for the non-
Gaussian errors of wp(σ ) by determining separately for each Jack-
knife region the correlation function power-law parameters (slope,
γ ; amplitude, r0) and the corresponding bias at scales 1–10 Mpc.
The errors of each of those parameters are then represented by 16th
and 84th percentiles of the distribution of the NJK measurements.
The covariance matrix is used indirectly in the error estimation pro-
cess to determine the best-fitting power-law parameters for each
Jackknife region.

We adopt the ellipsoidal collapse model of Sheth, Mo & Tormen
(2001) and the analytical approximations of van den Bosch (2002)
to infer the mean dark matter halo mass of an extragalactic popu-
lation (AGN or galaxies) from the measured bias parameter. This
calculation assumes that on large scales the bias depends only on
halo mass.

Appendix A demonstrates the performance of the generalized
clustering estimator that uses photometric redshifts PDFs. The re-
sults using this method are compared with clustering measurements
based on spectroscopic samples only. It is shown that the method
described in this section can recover the clustering signal of extra-
galactic populations even if no spectroscopic redshift information
is available. Large photometric redshift samples are required how-
ever, at least 10 times larger than spectroscopic ones, to recover the
clustering signal at the same level of accuracy.

4 R ESULTS

In this section we estimate and compare the clustering properties
of (i) X-ray AGN, (ii) far-IR selected sources detected in the PEP
survey and (iii) passive galaxies selected by their U − V and V − J
rest-frame colours (Williams et al. 2009; Patel et al. 2012). Differ-
ences/similarities of the large-scale environment of those samples
can provide clues on the association between AGN activity as traced
by X-rays and the level of star formation in galaxies. In this com-
parison one should also account for possible covariances between
environment and galaxy properties other than instantaneous star for-
mation rate. One galaxy parameter that is known to correlate with
large-scale environment is stellar mass (e.g. Mostek et al. 2012).
Therefore in the interpretation of the clustering properties of the
samples above we also include information on the stellar mass dis-
tribution of the underlying galaxies. Also, X-ray AGN and far-IR
sources have similar redshift distributions that both peak at z ≈ 0.9
(see Table 2). Passive galaxies however, because of their red SEDs,
have a distribution that peaks at somewhat lower redshift, z = 0.84
(see Table 2). In the following calculations and unless otherwise
stated, we use both photometric redshifts PDFs and spectroscopic
redshifts, when available, for X-ray AGN, far-IR selected sources
detected in the PEP survey and UVJ quiescent galaxies. For the
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TABLE 1
Properties of the AGN Samples

Sample N ⌃Pdf
j

(z�2.9) hzi loghL
bol

i b logM
h

b logM
h

erg s�1 Eq. 7 h�1M� Eq. 14 h�1M�

Spec-zs + Phot-z Pdfs 457 221.6 3.36a 45.99±0.53 6.6+0.6
�0.55 12.83+0.12

�0.11 6.53+0.52
�0.55 12.82+0.11

�0.13

Spec-zs + Best-fit Phot-zs 212 212 3.34 45.93±0.17 6.48+1.27
�1.36 12.81+0.24

�0.35 6.96+0.72
�0.73 12.90+0.15

�0.15

Spec-zs only 107 107 3.35 45.92±0.34 7.5+1.6
�1.7 13.0+0.25

�0.35 7.98+1.4
�1.5 13.08+0.22

�0.25

a
Mean redshift of the sample weighted by the Pdfs.

246 sources have been taken in account in our analy-
sis, using for each of them the Pdf of each bin of red-
shift 2.9  z

i

5.5. The weighted contribution of these
sources, i.e. the sum of all weights, is equal to 36.3
AGN (

P
246

j=1

Pdf
j

(z � 2.9)=36.3). To all the 107 sources
with known spec-z we assign a Pdf

j

= 1 to the spec-z

value (
P

107

j=1

Pdf
j

=107). To summarize, the total e↵ec-
tive number of CCL AGN at 2.9z<5.5 weighted by the
Pdf and used for the clustering measurements is 78.3 +
36.3 + 107 = 221.6 objects.
Figure 2 shows the normalized redshift and 2-10 keV

rest-frame X-ray luminosity distribution for our sample
of CCL AGN at 2.9<z<5.5, when the phot-z Pdfs are
used (black dotted line, hzi=3.36). The mean bolomet-
ric luminosity of this sample derived using the bolomet-
ric correction defined in Equation (21) of Marconi et al.
(2004) is loghL

bol

i = 45.99 erg s�1. For comparison,
we also show the normalized distributions of our AGN
sample when only the best-fit phot-zs are taken into ac-
count in addition to any available spec-z (gray solid line,
hzi=3.34) and for the sample with known spec-z (red-
dashed line, hzi=3.35).

3. 2PCF USING PHOT-z PDFS

3.1. Projected 2pcf

The most commonly used quantitative measure of large
scale structure is the 2pcf, ⇠(r), which traces the ampli-
tude of AGN clustering as a function of scale. ⇠(r) is
defined as a measure of the excess probability dP , above
what is expected for an unclustered random Poisson dis-
tribution, of finding an AGN in a volume element dV at
a separation r from another AGN:

dP = n[1 + ⇠(r)]dV (1)

where n is the mean number density of the AGN sam-
ple (Peebles 1980). Measurements of ⇠(r) are generally
performed in comoving space, with r having units of h�1

Mpc.
With a redshift survey, we cannot directly measure ⇠(r)

in physical space, because peculiar motions of galaxies
distort the line-of-sight distances inferred from redshift.
To separate the e↵ects of redshift distortions, the spa-
tial correlation function is measured in two dimensions
r
p

and ⇡, where r
p

and ⇡ are the projected comoving
separations between the considered objects in the di-
rections perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the
mean line-of-sight between the two sources. Following
Davis & Peebles (1983), r

1

and r
2

are the redshift posi-
tions of a pair of objects, s is the redshift-space separa-
tion (r

1

� r
2

), and l = 1

2

(r
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+ r
2

) is the mean distance

to the pair. The separations between the two considered
objects across r

p

and ⇡ are defined as:

⇡=
s · l
|l| (2)

r
p

=
p
(s · s� ⇡2) (3)

Redshift space distortions only a↵ect the correlation
function along the line of sight, so we estimate the so-
called projected correlation function w

p

(r
p

) (Davis &
Peebles 1983):

w
p

(r
p

) = 2

Z
⇡

max

0

⇠(r
p

,⇡)d⇡ (4)

where ⇠(r
p

,⇡) is the two-point correlation function in
terms of r

p

and ⇡, measured using the Landy & Szalay
(1993, LS) estimator:

⇠ =
1

RR0 [DD0 � 2DR0 +RR0] (5)

where DD’, DR’ and RR’ are the normalized data-data,
data-random and random-random pairs.

DD(�,⇡) = DD(�,⇡)+Pdf
k1

(z = z
i

)Pdf
k2

(z = z
j

) (6)

For a sample with accurate spectroscopic redshifts,
we increment the data-data pair count by one, i.e.,
DD(�,⇡)

k

= DD(�,⇡)
k�1

+ 1, when the k-th pair
has projected and line of sight distance separations
(�,⇡). Following the generalized clustering measurement
scheme suggested by Georgakakis et al. (2014), if we
have a probability distribution of redshift for each ob-
ject, we instead use for the k-th pair that contributes to
DD(r

p

,⇡):

DD(�,⇡)
k

= DD(�,⇡)
k�1

+
X

ij

Pdf
k1

(z
i

)Pdf
k2

(z
j

), (6)

(7)
where Pdf

k1

(z
i

) and Pdf
k2

(z
j

) are the Pdf values (per
redshift bin) of the source k1 at z = z

i

and that of the
source k2 at z = z

j

respectively, while k1 and k2 repre-
sent the two sources of the k-th pair. The sum is over
such redshift bins (i, j) so that the projected and the line
of sight distance separations of the k-th pair fall into the
(�,⇡) bin.
The measurements of the 2pcf requires the construc-

tion of a random catalog with the same selection crite-
ria and observational e↵ects as the data. To this end,
we constructed a random catalog where each simulated
source is placed at a random position in the sky, with its
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• First clustering measurements as a function of BH Specific Accretion Rate 
and host stellar mass at z=1.2; 

• Weak clustering dependence with Mstar  and BH Specific Accretion Rate for 
Type 2 AGN;

• Similar clustering dependence for Type 1 and Type 2 AGN;

Clustering of BlazarsConclusions

• Clustering measurements as a function of obscuration;

• 1-halo term;

Future Plan


